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In Sundae Slingers, each player runs a competing ice-cream 
diner, offering customers the funkiest flavours and tastiest 
toppings. There’s an ingredient shortage though, so you’ll have 
to be careful which customers you attract if you want them all 
to leave you a precious five-Star rating! 

Across six rounds, you’ll bid for your choice of customers and 
sundae ingredients, and for placement in your diner. At the 
end of the game, all customers in your diner will give you Stars 
depending on whether you’ve served them their favourite 
sundaes or not! You can score additional Stars from Tasting 
Spoons, both your own personal one and the shared  
Tasting Spoon. 
 
Once you’ve added up all your Customer and Tasting Spoon 
Stars, the player with the most Stars at the end of the 
game wins!

Introduction components
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Each player takes a Diner Board and a set of Bidding Cards in 
their player colour (numbered 1-9), taking the cards into their 
hand. Randomly give each player a Tiebreak Token, which 
stays face-up in front of them.

Shuffle each tile deck (Placement, Customer, and Sundae) 
separately and place them face down in the centre of  
the table. 

Set Up Deal out the first round of tiles face up to the central area, as 
shown on the left. The number of tiles depends on the number 
of players.

No. of players 2 3 4

3 4 5No. of tiles (each type)

These are the available Placement, Customer and Sundae Tiles 
that players can choose from that round.

Reveal one Tasting Spoon and place it in the central play area. 
This is the ‘shared’ Tasting Spoon, meaning all players can score 
that bonus at the end of the game. Finally, deal out two Tasting 
Spoons to each player. Each player looks at their Tasting Spoons 
and chooses one, discarding the other. Their chosen Tasting 
Spoon will stay hidden until the end game scoring.

All unused Tasting Spoons are then removed from the game.
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Each player simultaneously bids three cards from their hand, 
face down. The left card is their Placement bid, the middle 
their Customer bid, and the right card their Sundae bid.

Placement bid

Customer bid

Sundae bid

Once all players have bid, players reveal their first bid card. 
The player with the highest number on their card chooses 
their Placement tile first, from the available face-up tiles in 
the centre of the table. The player with the second-highest 
number gets second choice, and so on.

Note: Players are bidding to have first choice of the tiles, not 
for a specific tile!

In this example, Blue has bid 9 with their first card, Pink has bid 8, and 

Yellow has bid 4. This means Blue gets first choice of the available 

Placement tiles this round. Pink gets second choice and Yellow gets 

third choice. Then, the face up cards are discarded, and players flip their 

second bid card!

let’s play!
Breaking ties

Once all players have taken their Placement Tile for the 
round, leaving one left over, players then flip and resolve their 
Customer bid in the exact same way. Finally, once all players 
have taken a Customer Tile for the round, they flip their Sundae 
bids and resolve again. All players will now have a Placement, 
Customer, and Sundae Tile, with one of each left over in  
the central area. Discard the left-over tiles in piles next to 
each deck. 

Cards that were bid this round do not go back into the 
players’ hands! Bid cards are discarded in a face-down pile 
next to each player. Players may only pick up their cards again 
at the end of the third round, when they have no cards left in 
their hand.

If two or more players bid the same number, the Tiebreak Tokens are 

used to decide the winner of the tie. The Tiebreak Tokens are lettered A 

to D, with A the highest and D the lowest. The player with the highest 

letter wins the tie, but must then swap their token with the losing 

player. If there are three or four players in the tie, players swap so that 

the winner of the tie break takes the lowest token, the second place 

player takes the second lowest token and so on.
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The cross-hatched spaces on the Placement Tile indicate 
where players can place their Sundae and Customer Tiles in 
their Diner this round. Sundae and Customer Tiles can be 
placed either into empty squares or on top of previously-
placed tiles, but must always be placed in one of the four 
spaces shown on your current Placement Tile. Once placed, 
players discard their Placement Tile for the round.

After everyone’s placed their tiles in their diners, it’s the end of 
the round! Deal out the new Placement, Customer and Sundae 
Tiles to the central area, ready for players to bid again. 

Play continues until the end of the sixth round, at which point 
players score their Customers,Tasting Spoons and Full Diner 
bonuses to determine the winner!

Note: Placement Tiles 
can’t be rotated! The thick 
line should be at the top, 
matching your diner. 

Placement tiles customer tiles
Each customer has their favourite flavours that they want to 
eat. If you serve them the right sundae ingredients, they’ll 
earn you Stars at the end of the game. To serve a customer 
with a Sundae Tile, they must be orthogonally (not diagonally!) 
adjacent to the tile in your diner. Each customer also has a 
type, which counts towards some Tasting Spoons.

After the bidding has ended, players place their Customer 
and Sundae Tiles into their Diner Board, according to the 
restrictions on their chosen Placement Tile. Each Placement 
Tile has four possible spaces you can put tiles this turn. Once 
placed, a tile cannot be moved, but it can be replaced on a 
future turn if your Placement tile allows!

Yes! You served this customer a 

Tutti-Frutti!

No! This customer cannot reach 

the Tutti-Frutti!
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Sundae tiles

There are four different types of topping (Nuts, Cherries, 
Marshmallows and Wafers), and four flavours of ice-cream 
(Mint, Tooty Fruity, Cookies and Cream, and Chocolate), plus 
Vanilla - which everybody likes, but is nobody’s favourite! 
Vanilla acts as a wildcard, substituting for any customer’s 
favourite ice-cream flavour or topping, but will only earn you 
one Star at the end of the game. 

You can substitute two adjacent vanilla ice creams for both ice-
cream and topping, earning two Stars overall. You can’t earn 
any points for vanilla if you’ve already served a customer all 
their favourites!

+ =
If a customer wants a particular flavour of sauce, that sauce can 
be on any adjacent ice cream or topping, regardless of whether 
those match their favourites or not.

All customers have a favourite ice cream flavour, and a 
favourite sundae topping. Some also have a favourite sauce! 
The number of Stars they’ll score for each item are shown 
below it. They only want one of each thing, so giving them 
two of the same sundae ingredient won’t score any extra 
points. Each item scores individually, so you can still score for 
a customer’s favourite topping if you haven’t served them their 
favourite ice cream or vice versa!

Each customer can give out a maximum of five Stars! All 
customers are scored at the end of the game.

Favourite 
sauce

Type

Favourite 
ice-cream 
flavour

Favourite topping
Stars scored if they 
are served that item
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tasting spoons
Tasting Spoons offer bonus Stars depending on what’s in 
your diner at the end of the game. Each player has one secret 
Tasting Spoon that only they can score, as well as scoring for 
the shared Tasting Spoon. 

In the first example, a player scores two Stars for each customer of either 

type in their diner at the end of the game. In the second, the player 

scores two Stars for every ice cream or topping in their diner with lime 

sauce on. The third Tasting Spoon scores the player four Stars for each 

pair of adjacent sundae tiles in their diner. (The sundae tiles do not have 

to be the same!) Each sundae tile can only score once for this Tasting 

Spoon, even if it’s adjacent to two or more other sundae tiles.
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Full diner bonus
At the end of the game, players score an additional point for 
each full row in their diner!

This player scores 19 stars in total for customers:

Woody scores 5 stars - 2 for being adjacent to Mint, 2 for being adjacent 

to Nuts, and 1 for being adjacent to an item topped with Lime Sauce.

Zoe scores 3 stars for being adjacent to Mint. This mint ice cream is 

counted for both Woody and Zoe since they’re both adjacent to it!

Jaya scores 4 stars - 3 stars for being adjacent to her favourite topping 

(Cherries!) and 1 star for substituting Vanilla for her favourite ice cream. 

Note: Although there are two adjacent Vanilla tiles, she only scores for one 

as she already has her favourite topping!

Benjamine scores 5 stars, since he’s adjacent to both of his favourites 

(Chocolate and Nuts!)

Rehaana scores 2 stars. She hasn’t been served either of her favourites, but 

the two Vanilla tiles adjacent can each substitute for one of them, 

scoring 1 star apiece. 

Note: to substitute for two favourites, you need two Vanillas!
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end-game scoring
Each player adds up the Stars from each customer in their 
diner, and any bonus Stars from the shared and secret Tasting 
Spoons, and from filling their diner. The player with the most 
Stars is the winner!

In the event of a tie, the player with the most stars from 
Customers is the winner. If there’s still a tie - play another 
game of Sundae Slingers!

Additionally, they score 8 stars for their personal tasting spoon, since they 

have two adjacent pairs of Sundae tiles (worth 4 stars each). Although 

there are multiple adjacent Sundae tiles, only two pairs score since each tile 

can be counted for only one pair!

They also score 2 stars for the public tasting spoon, as they have one 

Sundae tile topped with Toffee Sauce in their diner.

Finally, they score 2 bonus stars for filling two rows of their diner, for a 

total of 31 stars!

Personal tasting spoon Public tasting spoon
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